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Let BN(d) denote a block {c + d, c + 2d, ..., c+Nd} of N consecutive integers 
in; an arithmetic progression. It is known [1] that for each N ^ 17 there exists a 
block BN( 1) containing no integer relatively prime to each of the others. One might 
ask;whether a similar result holds for blocks BN(2) of odd integers, or in general for 
blocks BN(d). We shall prove that in fact for any positive integers c and d and for 
a l l _ N > N 0 ( d ) , there exists a block BN(d) whose integers are congruent to c (modi/) 
which contains no integer relatively prime to each of the others. (This is of course 
trivial if (c, . -
I As.the assertion is known for d== 1, assume i / S 2 and let tl<.t2<---<tk be 
the}prime divisors of d.. Let r(N) be the number, of. integers b = t"11"22 ... tk" 
(a ,=0 , 1, 2, ...) for which b<N. For a given z, the number of powers if' for which 
>V^N is S l + M Hence >(iV) is ¿ f i + M - s + Thus for ! log t-t i i \ \ log ti) \ log 2 ) 
all sufficiently large N, r(A')<(log A ,)t + 1. By well-known theorems on distribution 
of primes, we conclude that for large N, 
(1) n(NI2)—ri(NI4)>2r(N), 
"(2) tt(3A74) n(Nj2) > 4r(/V). 
There exists a prime t such that for all large N, 
(3) •• . . . ^ < / - ^ ¥ / 4 . . . . 
Choose an integer N0(d) so large that (1), (2), and (3) hold for all N>N0(d). Fix 
N>N0(d) and let r = r(N). » 
Let bl} ...,br denote the integers b = t\l ta22 ... tak" for which b<N. By (1), 
we can choose 2r distinct primes qt such that 
(4) N/4^q^[N/2] (i=l, 2, . . . , 2r). 
By (2), we can choose 4r distinct primes p t such that 
(5) Af/2<Pi<[37V/4] ( / = 1 , 2 , ...,4r). 
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Now let x be a solution of the system 
(6) x=c (modi/) 
(7) x = 0 ( m o d p ) for each prime p^N/2 such that { / l 5 . . . , tk, qlt ..., q2r}. 
(8) x+dbi = 0 (mod^i) ( / = 1,2, . . . , r) 
(9) x-db, = 0 (mod qr+i) ( / = 1, 2, . . . , / •) 
(10) x+dqt = 0 (mod pt) ( / = 1 , 2 , . . . , 2 r ) 
(11) x-dqt = 0 (mod/?2 f + i) (i = l , 2, . . . , 2r ) . 
(A solution exists as the moduli are relatively prime in view of (3), (4), and (5).) 
We shall now show that the block BN(d) = {x-d(N-[N/2]-\), ..., x+d[N/2]} 
has the desired properties. That its integers are congruent to c (mod d) follows 
from (6). To see that BN(d) contains no integer relatively prime to each of the others, 
we will produce, for each u£BN(d), a corresponding v£BN(d) such that v^u and 
(u, v) > 1. 
If u=x, we may choose v = x+dt by (3) and (7). If u = x+dbh we may choose 
v = x + d(bt—qt) by (4) and (8). If u = x—dbu we may choose v = x+d(qr+i—b() 
by (4) and (9). If u = x+dqh we may choose v = x+d(qi—pi) by (4), (5) and (10). 
If u = x — dqu we may choose v = x-\-d{p2r+i—q^ by (4), (5), and (11). Every 
other u£BN{d) has the form x+dm, where m is divisible by a prime p^N/2 such 
that . . . , tk, qt, ...,q2r}. Hence by (7), we may choose v=x for each of 
these u. 
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